FOUNDATIONS IN GLOBAL HEALTH: BOOKS AND MOVIES FOR REFLECTION PAPERS:

This list represents suggestions for books and movies for reflection papers and further learning. Most are available through the Office of International Activities (1066 Bondurant) on loan (may borrow for two weeks, and renew up to a month at a time) from Sam Hawes, Program Manager. But don’t feel limited by this! If you have another book/movie you would like to review and write on, discuss it with one of the course advisors.

Global Health/Living Globally Books:


Froese, Jean Chamberlain. *Where Have All the Mothers Gone? - Stories of courage and hope during childbirth among the world's poorest women*. Belleville, ON. Essence Publishing: 2004
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Holtz, Timothy. *A Doctor in Little Lhasa: One Year in Dharmasala with the Tibetans in Exile*. Indianapolis, IN. Dog Ear Publishing: 2009


Lavery, J et.al. *Ethical Issues in International Biomedical Research*. Oxford University Press. UK. 2011
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Walker, Patricia. *Immigrant Medicine.* Saunders Press. 2007


Young, Bilioine. *My Heart is Delicious: Setting the Course for Cross-Cultural Health Care; the story of the CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL HEALTH.* Afton, MN. Afton Historical Society Press: 2007

**Global Health/Living Globally Movies:**


*Romero.* DVD, directed by John Duigan. Santa Monica: Lion’s Gate, 1989.
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Triage: Dr. James Orbinski’s Humanitarian Dilemma. DVD, directed by Patrick Reed. Toronto: National Film Board of Canada and White Pine Pictures, 2007.


City of Joy. DVD. Directed by Roland Joffe. 2004

No Women, No Cry: Maternal Mortality in four countries. DVD Directed by Cristy Burns. Virgil Films Entertainment. 2011